
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Within the pages of this book, hides a secret.  
A secret illicit world of bathtub gin, late night  

parties and up-to-no-goodance 
 

Fuelled by laws prohibiting alcohol sales,  
a revolution was growing.  

A revolution for freedom of choice, freedom from 
restrictions, and a freedom from fear. 

 
This revolution first took place quietly, in houses, 

pharmacies and churches.  
It rapidly grew into smuggling, gangsters and 

homebrew. 
 

Owners of once thriving bars opened their doors in 
secret.  

Advertising ticketed attractions of curios and wonder, 
in an attempt to throw the police off their scent. 

 
The Incredible Blind Pig 

Tonight only! 
You won’t believe your eyes 

 
Divulge into the world of the roaring ‘20s, and look 

within the pages of this unassuming book. 
 Perhaps, you’ll find just what you’re looking for, even 

if it has no ‘I’s 
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The Bees Knees - £8.00 

Meaning ‘The Best’ – a simple blend of Gin, 
Lemon and Honey, used to mask the taste 
of the gut-rotting bathtub gin of the time. 

(Contains Egg) 
 

Between The Sheets - £7.50 
First mentioned in 1921, this elixir of 

Brandy, Rum and Triple sec was enjoyed as 
an aperitif by women of the night. 

 
Vanilla Espresso Martini - £8.00 

A drink that’s designed to ‘wake you up, 
then fuck you up.’ A strong mix of Coffee 

and Vodka, with a hint of Vanilla. 
 

Blueberry Sour - £7.00 
A refreshing twist on a timeless cocktail. 
Combining the rich almond flavours of 
Disaronno with a sweet pop of fresh 

Blueberry. (Contains Egg) 
 

French Martini - £7.50 
A contemporary classic, black raspberry 
liqueur, vodka with a sweet pineapple 

finish. 
 

Twisted Firestarter - £7.50 
Poured straight from the extinguisher. 

Firestarter Vodka, smashed with chilli and 
raspberry and doused with orange. 

 
 

 
Chilli Mojito - £8.00 

A twist on a classic with Rum & a smash of 
fresh chilli. Hotter than hell. 

 
Porn Star Martini - £8.00 

An impressive Passionfruit cocktail, laced 
with vodka and liqueurs. Served with a 

shot of prosecco. 
 
Cherry & Coconut Sour - £8.00 

With Cherry Conserve, Disaronno and 
Coconut Rum. Smashed ice, lemon & lime. 

 
Toffee Apple Martini - £7.50 

A seasonal sensation! With a recipe passed 
only by word, from bartender to 

bartender. Seeping with sweet caramel 
and chocolate. 

 
Raspberry & Rose - £8.00 

With a gentle fizz, this pink, fruity and 
floral cocktail combines Vodka, fresh 

raspberry and rose syrup. (Contains Egg) 
 

Gingerbread Fizz - £8.00 
Named after a local stray cat and 

absolutely nothing to do with “The Muffin 
Man”. Ginger syrup and Disaronno topped 

with Prosecco. 
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Passionfruit Fizz - £8.00 
A sparkling, fruity vibrant mix of Passoa, 
Prosecco and Passionfruit. Packed with 

summer dreams. 
 

New York Sour - £8.00 
First recorded in 1856, handwritten on a 
Toronto saloon drinks list, with Bourbon, 

Lemon and a Red Wine float. 
 

 Rubino Negroni - £8.00 
First originating in 1919, this Italian classic 

has had a modern update, with Martini 
Riserva Speciale Rubino, to add a sweeter, 
more complex finish. Simply, Gin, Campari 

and Martini. 

 
French 75 - £8.00 

Straight out of the 1920’s, this cult movie 
classic is all about the alcohol. Gin, Lemon 

and Prosecco with a dash of sugars 
 

Raspberry Russian - £8.00 
Known as a ‘Russian Milkshake’ we’ve 

added Chambord and Vodka, to create a 
smooth and subtle elixir. 

 
July Bug - £8.00 

Loaded with fruit, bursting with Melon 
liqueur, Coconut Rum and pineapple. 
Served long with mint and Raspberry. 

 
 

Blind Piglets  
£4.00 

Raspberry Mule 
Strong flavours of ginger, raspberry and 

lime, topped with smashed ice 
 

Virgin Mojito 
Just like the original, without any alcohol. 

 

Southside 
Strong citrus kick, followed by mellow 

notes of juniper and mint. 
 

Strawberry Cooler 
With Strawberry, Pineapple, Lime with a 

lemonade cap 
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Our favourites 
Blind Pig Gin & 

Luscombe Elderflower Tonic – 6.10 
Our friends at Tappers Distillery in West Kirby made a wonderful homage to the 

Heswall Honeybee – Using Vegan ingredients this gin has wonderful notes of 
Orange Blossom and Juniper. Garnished with edible flowers and Orange zest. 

Works just as well with Fentimans Ginger Ale 
 

Zymurgorium Sweet Violet Gin Liqueur & 
Lamb & Watt Hibiscus Tonic – 6.10 

An adult version of the childhood sweets. The addition of the tonic is rather 
reminiscent of Refreshers! Garnished with a candied Hibiscus flower 

 
Amuerte Gin & 

Fentimans Light Tonic – 7.10 
A Belgian gin making heavy use of South American botanicals such as Coco Leaf, 

Dragon Fruit and Papaya. Garnished with Cocoa Nibs. Even the bottle is a 
beauty – 24K caret gold leaf adorns the label 

 
Tiny Rebel Clwb Tropicana Gin & 

Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic – 5.50 
Produced to taste ‘Just Like’ their grapefruit craft ale of the same name, this gin 

is smooth and refreshing, whisking you off to a desert island! Garnished with 
Orange, Lime and Lemon Zest 

 
Faith & Sons Pineapple Gin & 

Orange Juice 6.70 
Housed in a very medicinal-looking bottle, this slightly cloudy gin is  

packed full of fruit punch. Gin & Juice! 
 
 

‘Our Favourites’ prices all include the mixer. 
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The Kraken Spiced Rum & 
Soda Folk Root Beer – 5.60 

A classic combination of sweet vanilla Root Beer and the  
warming finish of spiced rum 

 
Puerto De Indias Strawberry Gin Liqueur & 
 Schweppes 1783 Cucumber Tonic – 5.30 

The taste of a British Summer Garden. This gin backs a hearty fruity punch,  
complimented by the freshness of Cucumber 

 
JJ Whitley Nettle Gin & 

Luscombe Elderflower Tonic – 5.00 
An unusual gin to say the least, this is perfect for those that love a traditional  
gin, adding a gently sweetened tonic creates, a smooth, easy-drinking flavour 

 
Boodles Mullberry Gin & 

Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic – 5.40 
A great alternative to sloe gin, this is bursting with sweet flavours of raspberries 

and currants.  
 

Snow Queen Vodka &  
Luscombe Elderflower Tonic – 5.60  

Regarded by some as the best vodka in the world, and described as the 
smoothest, softest and purest. 

 
Aber Falls Marmalade Gin & 

Double Dutch Cranberry & Ginger Tonic – 5.00 
Distilled in Snowdonia near the base of Rhaedr Fawr (Aber Falls),  

the heavy citrus notes pair well with this fruity tonic 
 
 

‘Our Favourites’ prices all include the mixer. 
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Gin & Gin Liqueurs 
 
3 Pugs         4.80 
 This wonderfully wonky gin captures the feel of a true small 
batch, family distillery. With notes of orange and basil, this gin is given 
the extra oomph when paired with Lamb & Watt Basil Tonic. 
 
3 Pugs Blackcurrant        5.20 
 For the lover of gin… and pugs! This sweet gin is abundant with 
blackcurrant flavours, with an underlying freshness of orange. Tastes 
great wither either Febtimans Ginger Ale or Lamb & Watt Basil Tonic 
 
3 Pugs Bubblegum       4.10 
 Made at their Granddaughter’s request, this Bubblegum liqueur 
is certainly one for the sweeter tooth. Lovely with lemonade, or if 
you’re feeling more adventurous Lamb & Watt Hibiscus Tonic. 
 
Aber Falls Orange Marmalade     3.40 
 Distilled in Snowdonia, near the base of Rhaedr Fawr (Aber 
Falls), the heavy citrus notes of this gin pairs well with Double Dutch 
Cranberry & Ginger Tonic.  
 
Agnes Arber        3.20 
 Agnes Arber was the revolutionary Queen of Botany. This gin 
has earthy notes of juniper, coriander and angelica are complemented 
by the warm and spicy tones of cassia and sweet citrus flavours. 
 
Amuerte Coca Leaf       5.60 
 One look at this gin and you’ll know just how special it is. 
Encased in 24k Gold- It’s bitter and sweet, packed with Tamarillo, 
Dragon Fruit and Papaya; taking you on a journey to South America.  
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Anty Gin       15.00 
 Crafted in Kent from hand foraged red wood ants. Each bottle 
contains the essence of 62 ants. Made to inspire us Brits to take a leap 
into the world of Eastern tastes. This citrus gin is perfect over ice or 
with Fentimans Light Tonic. 
 
Aviation        4.20 

“I’ve tried every gin on the planet and Aviation is, hands down, 
the best. Also, I don’t recommend trying every gin on the plant. Stick 
with this one.” – Ryan Reynolds, Owner, Aviation American Gin 
 
Blind Pig         

A local collaboration between ourselves and Tappers Gin, this is 
a boutique handcrafted gin independently produced in small batches 
entirely by hand from start to finish. An eco-conscious bouquet of bee-
friendly flowers, including orange blossom, red clover, borage and 
heather delivers a delicate honey-like taste in tribute to our pollinating 
pals. 
 
Blind Tiger Imperial Secrets       4.90 

Heavy notes of black tea and a name inspired from the 
Prohibition, we had get this one! 

 
Bloom Jasmine and Rose      3.30 
 ‘Pink Differently!’ This is not your run of the mill pink gin. This 
gin is floral and earthy, with a lingering sweetness. 

 
Bloom Strawberry Cup       3.70 

Bloom Strawberry Cup is made by steeping fresh English 
strawberries in Bloom London Dry Gin, creating the delicious taste of 
summer! To boost that summer feeling, try with Schweppes Cucumber 
Tonic. 
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Bombay Sapphire       3.20 
 A recognisable classic, Bombay Sapphire prides itself on its use 
of 10 botanicals from around the world.  
 
Boodles        3.80 

Boodles is most notable in that it has no citrus elements, a 
deliberate move from the original distillers who believed that a “proper 
gin” should be served with a slice of lemon or lime. 

 
Boodles Mulberry        3.80 
 Boodles British Gin was first released in 1845 and is named 
after Boodle's Gentleman's Club in London, where Winston Churchill 
was once a member. A great alternative to sloe gin, this has notes of 
raspberries and currants. 
 
Brentingby        3.50 
 Sweet and crisp, with zesty grapefruit and warming liquorice, 
this gin has subtle taste of hibiscus to finish. 
 
Brockmans         3.90 

The more traditional notes of gin are combined with a 
refreshing influence of citrus and aromatic wild berry. This creates an 
intensely smooth gin with a beautifully crafted taste that is sensual and 
daringly different. Pairs well with Fentimans Ginger Ale. 
 
Broker’s         3.90
 Broker’s Gin has won more top awards in international 
competitions over the last 10 years than any other gin.  
 
Brooklyn        3.80 
 A small batch gin that uses hand-cracked juniper berries & fresh 
citrus peels to make a superb distilled gin with floral & citrus notes. 
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Buss No. 509 Raspberry      4.50 
 This Belgian gin features Juniper, Coriander, liquorice, Angelica, 
Vanilla, Cardamom, Iris, Orange, Lemon and Raspberry as botanicals. 
Though from the rosy hue you might expect it to be overtly sweet and 
fruit-filled, but the raspberry is actually rather well balanced... 
 
Collagin        4.60 
 As seen on Dragon’s Den. This gin has added Collagen, and 
although all health claims have been debunked – it won’t stop me from 
trying! 
 
Cooper King        3.80 
 Using 100% green energy, and for every bottle sold 1 square 
metre of woodland is planted through the Yorkshire Dales Millennium 
Trust, making it the first gin with 1% for the planet accreditation.  
 
Copperfield        4.00 
 Based on a recipe first written in 1757 this gin has been lovingly 
adapted to the modern palate. The first in a new range of Charles 
Dickens inspired gins. 
 
Copperhead        4.50 
 Mr. Copperhead was a notorious alchemist, in search of the 
elixir of life. During his pursuit, and much to his own surprise, he 
conjured up an exquisite composition, using a copper pot still and a 
recipe based on five essential botanicals. Pairs well with Schweppes 
Cucumber Tonic. 
 
Copperhead Black Batch      4.70 
 This gin combines the more common botanicals of juniper, 
orange zest, angelica, cardamom and coriander with unusual ones: 
elderberry and black Ceylon tea. 
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Copperhead Gibson Edition      4.70 
 Begging to open your mind to an alternative gin, this, made in 
collaboration with the head bartender of ‘The Islington’. Adding spices 
including bay leaf, dill, fennel and ginger to the wonderful mix of 
traditional botanicals. To sweeten, this gin is finished with an 8yr 
Jenever. 
 
Curio Rock Samphire       4.20 
 This four times distilled Rock Samphire gin captures the light, 
fresh sea spray and wild aromas from the Cornish coast. 
 
Da Mhile Seaweed       4.00 
 This wild Welsh Gin is infused with handpicked Newquay 
seaweed, providing a refreshing slightly green colour. Ideally served 
with Luscombe Elderflower Tonic  
 
Dictador Ortodoxy Colombian     4.00 
 Ortodoxy gin is based on the formula of Dario Parra, for 
president of Dictador, a lover of gin. After his many extended visits to 
the UK, and enjoying what was for him God’s drink, he returned to 
Colombia determined to create a Colombian gin. 
 
Dr Eamers Firelit Elixir       3.40 
 Turning from black to pink with the addition of tonic, this gin is 
beautiful, full of peppery flavours, balanced by strawberry and 
raspberry. 
 
Drumshambo Irish Gunpowder     4.20 
On the edge of a lake, in a shed in a small Irish town, the ordinary has 
been made extraordinary. Made with the finest oriental botanicals and 
real gunpowder tea. Lovely with Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic. 
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Edinburgh Plum and Vanilla       3.40 
 Using the finest plums and Madagascan vanilla, Edinburgh Gin 
have produced a luxurious drink which tastes like plum crumble and 
vanilla custard. Delicious with Fentimans Ginger Ale, or if you’re feeling 
luxurious, try it with Prosecco. 
 
Edinburgh Rhubarb and Ginger     3.40 
 An ode to the classic cook’s flavour pairing, this Rhubarb & 
Ginger Liqueur delicately balances sweetness with warming spice. 
Mixes well with Fentimans Ginger Ale. 
 
Elephant        3.90 
 Elephant Gin is distilled using 14 botanicals, including rare 
African ingredients that haven’t been used in gin-making before. 
Elephant Gin contributes 15% of their profits to Big Life Foundation and 
Space for Elephants 
 
Faith & Sons Pineapple      5.20 
 Tropical Island summer in a bottle. The suggested serve is not 
with tonic, but orange! 
 
Few Breakfast        4.60 
 It’s 10am somewhere and Few Breakfast gin is here to go with 
your pancakes! Packed with the flavours of Earl Grey Tea, we’ve found 
the perfect reason to forego that morning coffee! 
 
Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz      4.50 
 A result of mixing their own gin with Yarra Valley Shiraz grapes 
and steeped for 8 weeks! 
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Gentleman’s Badger Blackthorne Sloe    3.50 
 Bursting with flavour, this gin combines all of the indulgences 
you can imagine, from damson, apple, pepper, strawberry and cassis. It 
has retained a tartness, allowing the dryness of the gin to shine 
through.  
 
Gillemore Magical Gin      6.00 

The story goes that, when one takes a bottle of Gillemore, 
breaks the seal and opens it, one releases some kind of magic sensed 
by everyone around. Flavoured with juniper, coriander, cinnamon and 
orange 
 
The Ginsmiths of Liverpool Dry     4.20 
 The Dry Gin is infused with Sea Holly - the flower of Liverpool - 
foraged from the shores of the River Mersey. 
 
The Ginsmiths of Liverpool Marshmallow    4.20 
 Combining their dry gin with marshmallow root. This gin is dry 
with a lovely sweet aftertaste, perfect for those that like the sweetness 
and flavour of Marshmallow! 
 
Harahorn        4.20 
 While this Norwegian Gin is names after a mountain in Norway, 
it is also inspired by the story of a hare with horns. A more terrifying 
prospect has never crossed our minds. Despite striking fear into our 
hearts, this gin is rather pleasing indeed. 
 
Hendricks        3.50 
 Famous for the use of Cucumber as a botanical, this makes for 
an incredibly refreshing gin. 
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Hernö Blackcurrant       5.80 
 A deliciously fruity combination of Swedish gin, local whole 
blackcurrants and honey. This inky coloured gin is a very Nordic take on 
a Sloe Gin 
 
Hernö Old Tom       5.50 
 This is an original recipe, from the 18th century, when gin was 
served through the open paw of a cat, after a penny was placed into its 
mouth. 
 
Hidden Curiosities       4.80 
 An extraordinary taste discovery with Hidden Curiosities Gin. 
With 20 intriguing botanicals meticulously handcrafted to create a 
remarkably peppery small batch artisan gin. As we are the only bar in 
the North West that stock it, it’s not to be missed! Perfect with 
Fentimans Light Tonic 
 
Hven Organic         4.50 
The only gin to be served at the best restaurant in the world 
(Copenhagen’s Noma.) This is an organic wheat gin, is distilled and 
matured with grains of paradise, citrus and Sichuan pepper. 
 
The Illusionist        5.50 
  With actual Magicians at heart of this trick, watch as 
this gin transforms in front of your eyes. 
 
Jawbox        3.90 
 Distilled in Belfast, Ireland, Jawbox takes its name from what is 
more commonly known as a Belfast Sink. Supposedly the hub of the 
household life and chatter as people washed their clothes, children, 
pots and pans, Jawbox Gin aims to achieve the same. Works well with 
a wedge of lime and Fentimans Ginger Ale. 
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JJ Whitley Elderflower      3.30 
 Candied sweetness, dominated by the unmistakable punch of 
elderflower with flicks of grassiness, orange blossom and honey.  
 
JJ Whitley Nettle       3.30 
 A rediscovered classic inspired by British gardens and 
hedgerows. This gin pairs beautifully with Luscombe Elderflower Tonic 
 
John Tony’s Gin       3.40 
 As the story goes, John Tony was a barber. He was also a gin 
maker. After he found himself on the wrong side of the Prohibition law, 
his gin recipe was lost for good – or so we thought. Until one day four 
chaps in Amsterdam found a bottle floating in the river and reproduced 
it for us all to enjoy! Fantastic with Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic. 
 
Liberator        3.60 
 Made in Detroit and named after the B-24 Liberator Heavy 
Bomber. They pay their homage to Rosie the Riveter and all those that 
supported the war effort. 
 
Liverpool Gin         4.10 
 A fantastically sharp organic gin blended with organic hand-
picked botanicals and grain spirit. Made from the finest ingredients 
from the quayside. 
 
Luxardo Sour Cherry       3.50 
 Made by infusing their famed Marasa cherry juice, to produce 
an interesting mix for those with a more savoury palate. This gin is 
bitter, sour and herbal. 
 
Malfy Con Arancia       3.60 
 A bright, vibrant Italian Gin produced with Sicilian blood 
oranges. Perfect paired with Hibiscus Tonic 
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Malfy Con Limone       3.60 
 A sip of Malfy gin captures the perfect gin moment: sitting on a 
sunny terrace, enjoying the view, “Dolce far niente”, the sweet art of 
doing nothing 
 
McQueen Smokey Chilli      5.50 
 A very intruiging Gin from McQueen, produced in Scotland 
using Chipotle and smoked chilli, along with lime and Bulgarian 
Juniper. Spice and smoke are at the core of this expression, though its 
well balanced with the sweetness of citrus. 
 
Martin Miller        3.90 

An emphasis on the spicier, peppery notes of cassia and 
nutmeg, this gin was voted ‘The World’s Best Gin’ in 2016 
 
Monkey 47        4.20 
 A curious gin from the Black Forest in Germany. Made with 47 
(yes, really) botanicals and bottled at 47%, they also use a 'secret 
weapon typical to the Black Forest' in the mix – cranberries. 
 
Monkey 47 Sloe       4.20 
 This superbly packaged Monkey 47 Sloe gin is a peppery, tangy, 
complex spirit made by macerating Black Forest sloes in spirit for three 
months. 
 
The Muff Liquor Irish Potato      3.30 
 From the town Muff (Co. Donegal) this gin originated after a 
potato farmer’s family found out why he was always in good spirits! 
Crafted with mandarins and rosemary, this gin has been perfected over 
400 years. 
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Nelson’s Rhubarb and Custard     3.80 
 Wonderfully sweet rhubarb is enhanced with Madagascan 
vanilla. Try this gin neat over ice, or with our premium Fentimans Light 
Tonic. 
 
Nikka Coffey        5.10 
 Distilled in traditional Japanese Coffey stills, this gin has a 
bright zesty aroma created from Yuzu, Kabosu, Amanatsu and 
Shequasar. 
 
Opihr          4.00 

A Dry London Gin made with botanicals from along the 
tradition spice routes leading back to the UK. 
 
Oude Genever        4.00 
 A 5 year old Dutch Genever Gin, made with the finest malted 
barley, rye and corn. The mix is triple distilled after a week of 
fermentation. Resulting in a single barrel, rich intense spirit 
 
Persian Blue Marshmallow       5.00 

This unusual gin is made using a traditional combination of 
botanicals including juniper, but the inclusion of Marshmallow Root 
brings a wonderful sweetness to the overall balance, for those with a 
sweeter tooth, this gin is perfect served with Lemonade. 

 
Poetic License Northern Dry      4.00 
 A dry Gin from Sunderland, UK, it has some sweet citrus and 
grapefruit flavours, with a spicy finish.  
 
Prutt Kaffee        5.00 
 Distilled with Ethiopian coffee beans, this German gin offers a 
Smokey, minty flavour that is a must-try for any coffee lover! 
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Prof. Ableworth’s Bathtub      3.50 
 The small batch production methods used in the creation of 
Bathtub Gin are among the most expensive employed anywhere in the 
world. But the multi award winning results are more than worth it. 
Quite simply, this is a phenomenal, world beating gin. 
 
Puerto de Indias Strawberry       3.70 
 Created by accident while trying to make a Strawberry liqueur, 
this fine gin combines Juniper and Strawberry for a fine summer tipple! 
Delicious with Schwepps Cucumber Tonic. 
 
Reid & Reid Barrel Aged Pinot Noir     6.00 
 Aged for three months in ex-Martinborough Pinot Noir French 
oak barrels. Not only is the gin truly reflective of the region it’s 
produced in, but it challenges the perception of what gin can be 
 
Roku         4.50 
 This Japanese gin is made using a selection of botanicals that 
provide a whistle-stop tour of the four seasons. These include sakura 
leaf and sakura flower for spring, Sencha tea and gyokuro tea for 
summer, sansho pepper for autumn and yuzu peel for winter 
 
Scapegrace         4.50 
 Distilled in New Zealand using spring water sourced from the 
country’s Southern Alps and 12 botanicals sourced from around the 
world. 
 
Sharish Blue Magic       5.00 
 A bright blue Portuguese gin. The magnificent colour comes 
from extracts of a flower known as Blue Pea, when you mix 
the gin with tonic, it turns pink! 
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Solway Apple Caramel       3.60 
 A perfect pair for generations of pudding makers, thank 
goodness someone has brought it to the glass! A wonderfully warming 
mix that will take you straight back to your childhood. 
 
Stanley’s Rose, Peach and Raspberry    3.80 
 Straight from Barcelona, this gin is juicy, fruity and floral. One 
for me… one for the dog. (No, don’t. Not really) 
 
Stanley’s Strawberries and Cream     3.80 
 Full of flavour, this gin has notes of heavy cream, with a whack 
of vanilla and plenty of tart and sweet red berry goodness. 
 
Steampunk Extremely Rare      4.20 
 A resurrection of the famous tipple developed by Sir Raleigh 
Holmes- Dunston in 1892 
 
Tanquery        3.20 
 A classic London Dry, thought to contain just 4 botanicals, 
company legend has it that this was Frank Sinatra’s favourite. 
 
Tappers Darkside       6.50 
 Crafted in our very own West Kirby. Darkside acquired the 
name from the affectionate term given to the Wirral Peninsula by nose 
baggers (an Edwardian term for day trippers) from Liverpool who 
venture over to the 'dark side' of the River Mersey to visit quaint 
seaside towns. 
 
Tappers Three Fine Days      6.50 
 Three Fine Days is name after the perceptive description of the 
Great British Summer, which is said to consist of “Three fine days and a 
thunderstorm” 
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Thomas Dakin        4.00 
 It’s named after Thomas Dakin, who began producing gin in 
Warrington in the second half of the 18th century, founding what would 
later become Greenall’s. He was a pioneer who made gin of a 
surprising quality for the day, and who is rightly celebrated.  
 
Tiny Rebel Clwb Tropicana       3.90 
 Produced to taste ‘Just Like’ their grapefruit craft ale of the 
same name, this gin is smooth and refreshing, whisking you off to a 
desert island! 
 
Tom Cat Cloudy Mango Gin      3.60 
 A wonderful small bath gin from Sussex, made primarily with 
local ingredients (excluding the mango, of course). Works well served 
neat.  
 
Trevethan Cornish        4.10 

With citrus and floral notes, this gin is made from the Cornish 
hedgerows, with a subtle taste of elderflower to finish. Try with 
Luscombe Elderflower Tonic to really boost the sweetness. 
 
Truffle         6.50 
 Lovingly made just one litre at a time, based on the most 
incredible white truffle they could find. This is a wonderfully decadent 
gin, and we encourage you to try it simply over ice. 
 
Twin River Uncut       8.00 
 At 77% this strong Gin boasts a smooth buttery flavour with a 
nutty aftertaste. Packed with the flavour of Juniper, don’t let the high 
ABV put you off! 
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Ungava        4.10 
 The colour us an almost otherworldly shade of sun-kissed 
yellow. Made in Canada, this gin uses six arctic plants that make up its 
botanical bill. 
 
Unicorn Tears (Original/Raspberry/Black)    5.00 
 Made from Ethically Sourced “Unicorn Tears”, this gin liqueur is 
made in a secret location, using a free-range Unicorn herd and a 
closely-guarded extraction process. 
 
Warner Edwards Honeybee      3.80 
 Made using honey from their very own beehives, it also 
features a trio of citrus flavours and elderflower 
 
Whitby        3.90 
 A gem in the north of Yorkshire, this gin is full of moorland 
flavour, with heather tip, honey and sugar kelp. 
 
Wirral         4.20 

A truly local gin, made in small batches. Produced to 
encompass the heritage of Wirral, with traditional flavours of bog 
myrtle which features on the Wirral Crest, and grew abundantly across 
the peninsular. Wirral, itself is named after the hardy weed. 
 
The Wrecking Coast       4.00 

A wonderfully smooth gin, with notes of Cornish Clotted Cream. 
A more than unusual glass still is used in its creation, allowing to keep 
it under vacuum and cooler temperatures. 
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X-Gin         5.50 
 Created from a secret recipe that contained a hint of cocoa. 
Called ‘Xocolotl’. It was only meant to be enjoyed by kings, queens and 
gods. It brought the gift of long life, intelligence and its instilled passion 
in those who had the fortune to drink it. Ideally served with Fentimans 
Light Tonic 
 
Xoriguer Mahon        4.00 
 One of only two gins with a geographical indication. Produced 
only in Majorca, this gin is the same today as it was in the 18th century. 
Citrus notes and aged in oak barrels. 
 
Yerburgh’s Jam Jar       4.70 
 You know that first day of spring? The one when you step 
outside and it just smells different? If you could bottle that, that’s what 
this gin tastes like! Think Raspberries and cream! 
 
Zymurgorium Sweet Violet      4.50 
  A sweetly crafted spirit made with Gin from Manchester's 
Original artisan micro-distillery. An adult alternative to Parma Violet 
sweets. Served with Lamb & Watt Hibiscus Tonic, this gin tastes like 
Refreshers sweets. 
 
Zymurgorium Turkish Delight      4.40 
 Lightly rose coloured and features the aromatic flavours of rose 
petal, mint and, of course, juniper. The end result is a flavour that 
resembles the perfumed flavour chocolate Fry’s have been promoting 
since 1914. Recommended serve with Fentimans Ginger Ale. 
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Gindex 

 
3 Pugs Basil Tonic 
3 Pugs Blackcurrant Tonic/Lemonade 
3 Pugs Bubblegum Tonic/Hibiscus Tonic 
Aber Falls Marmalade Cranberry & Ginger Tonic 
Agnes Arber Hibiscus Tonic 
Amuerte Coca Leaf Tonic  
Anty Gin Light Tonic 
Aviation Tonic 
Blind Pig Elderflower Tonic 
Blind Tiger Imperial Secrets Tonic 
Bloom Jasmine and Rose Tonic/Lemonade 
Bloom Strawberry Cup Basil Tonic /Lemonade 
Bombay Sapphire Tonic 
Boodles  Tonic 
Boodles Mulberry Pink Grapefruit Tonic 
Brentingby Cucumber Tonic 
Brockmans Ginger Ale 
Brokers Tonic 
Brooklyn Tonic 
Buss No. 509 Raspberry Tonic/Lemonade 
Collagin Tonic 
Cooper King Ginger Ale 
Copperfield Aromatic Tonic 
Copperhead Cucumber Tonic 
Copperhead Black Batch Tonic 
Copperhead Gibson Edition Tonic 
Curio Rock Samphire Tonic 
Da Mhile Seaweed Elderflower Tonic 
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Dictador Ortodoxy Columbian Tonic 
Dr Eamers Flirelit Elixir  Tonic 
Drumshambo Gunpowder Pink Grapefruit Tonic 
Edinburgh Plum & Vanilla Tonic/Lemonade 
Edinburgh Rhubarb & Ginger Ginger Ale 
Elephant Tonic 
Faith & Sons Pineapple Orange Juice/Tonic 
Few Breakfast Tonic 
Four Pillars Bloody Shiraz Tonic/Lemonade 
Gentleman's Badger Sloe Tonic 
Gillemore Magical  Elderflower Tonic 
Ginsmith's Dry Tonic 
Ginsmith's Marshmallow Tonic 
Harahorn Tonic  
Hendricks Tonic 
Herno Blackcurrant Tonic/Lemonade 
Herno Old Tom Tonic 
Hidden Curiosities Tonic 
Hven Organic  Tonic 
Illusionist Tonic 
Jawbox Ginger Ale 
JJ Whitley Elderflower Tonic/Lemonade 
JJ Whitley Nettle Elderflower Tonic 
John Tony's Gin  Pink Grapefruit Tonic 
Liberator  Tonic 
Liverpool Tonic 
Luxardo Sour Cherry Tonic/Neat 
Malfy Con Arancia Hibiscus Tonic 
Malfy Con Limone Tonic 
McQueen Smokey Chilli Tonic 
Monkey 47 Tonic 
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Monkey 47 Sloe Tonic 
Muff Potato Gin Tonic 
Nelson's Rhubarb and Custard Light Tonic/Neat 
Nikka Coffey Tonic 
Ophir Tonic 
Oude Genever Tonic/Neat 
Persian Blue Marshmallow Tonic/Lemonade 
Poetic Licence Northern Dry Pink Grapefruit Tonic 
Prof Ableworths Bathtub Tonic 
Prutt Kaffee Tonic 
Puerto De Indias Strawberry Cucumber Tonic/Lemonade 
Reid & Reid Barrel Aged Tonic/Neat 
Roku Tonic/Neat 
Scapegrace Tonic 
Sharish Blue Magic Tonic 
Solway Apple Caramel Tonic 

Stanley's Rose, Peach, Raspberry 
Pink Grapefruit 
Tonic/Lemonade 

Stanley's Strawberries and 
Cream 

Pink Grapefruit 
Tonic/Lemonade 

Steampunk Gin Tonic 
Tanquery Tonic 
Tappers Darkside Tonic 
Tappers Three Fine Days Tonic 
Thomas Dakin Tonic 
Tiny Rebel Clwb Tropicana Tonic 
Tom Cat Cloudy Mango Tonic/Neat 
Trevethan Cornish Hibiscus Tonic 
Truffle Gin Light Tonic/Neat 
Twin River Uncut Tonic 
Ungava Tonic 
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Unicorn Tears Tonic 
Unicorn Tears Black Tonic 
Unicorn Tears Raspberry Tonic/Lemonade 
Warner Edwards Honeybee Tonic 
Whitby Gin Tonic 
Wirral Gin Tonic 
Wrecking Coast Tonic 
X-Gin Light Tonic 
Xoriguer Mahnon Tonic 
Yerburgh's Jam Jar Tonic/Lemonade 
Zymurgorium Sweet Violet Hibiscus Tonic 
Zymurgorium Turkish Delight Ginger Ale 
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Draught 
 

Samuel Adams  4.8%       4.50 
Budweiser 4.3%       3.90 
Guinness 4.3%        4.00 
 

Ales & Craft 
 
Hitachino Nest White Ale 5.5%     5.00 
Brewdog Punk IPA 5.6%      3.50 
ABC Flat White Breakfast Stout 7.2%     4.20 
High Wire Grapefruit Pale Ale 5.5%                    3.90 
Einstok Arctic Pale Ale 5.6%      4.80
    

Cider 
 

Angry Orchard Hard Apple Cider 5%     4.00 
Southwest Orchards 5%      5.00 
Southwest Orchards Raspberry 4%     5.00 
 

Bottles & Cans 
 

Budweiser Budvar (500ml) 4.5%     5.00 
Budweiser Prohibition 0%      2.00 
Crooked Blood Orange and Passionfruit Soda 4.7%   3.90 
Crooked Peach and Pomegranate Soda 4.7%    3.90 
Crooked Raspberry and Lime Soda 4.7%    3.90 
Lucky Buddha 4.8%       4.50 
Modelo Especial 4%       3.50 
Longflint Rosehip Gin & Tonic  5.6%     4.50 
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Rum 
 

Appleton Estate Signature Blend     4.10 
Bacardi        3.10 
The Kraken Spiced        3.00 
Malibu         3.00 
Mount Gay Eclipse        3.40 
Old J Dark Spiced       3.40 
Old J Gold Spiced       3.40 
Old J Silver Spiced       3.20 
Old J Spiced        3.33 
Old J Tiki Fire        4.00 
Sailor Jerry Spiced       3.50 

 
Whisk(e)y 

 
The Ardmore        4.00 
Buffalo Trace Bourbon      3.30 
Bulliet Bourbon       4.00 
Bushmills Irish Whiskey      3.10 
Famous Grouse       3.00 
Few Rye        5.00 
Firefly White Lightening Moonshine     4.10 
Glenfiddich IPA Cask       4.50 
Jack Daniels        3.10 
Maker’s Mark        4.00 
Nikka Coffey Malt       5.60 
Raven         4.00 
Southern Comfort       3.00 
Wild Turkey 81       3.50 
Wild Turkey 101       4.50 
Wild Turkey American Honey      3.50 
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Vodka 

 
Absolut        3.10 
Absolut Citron        3.10 
Absolut Vanilla       3.10 
Balkan 176 88%       6.00 
Belvedere        4.00 
Firestarter        4.00 
Liverpool Vodka       4.30 
Snow Queen        3.90 
Zubrowka        3.20 

 
Tequila 

 
Cazcabel Blanco       3.30 
Cazcabel Honey       3.30 
Joes Cuervo Gold       3.00 
Jose Cuervo Silver       3.00 
Patron XO Cafe       4.00 
 

Brandy/Cognac 
Martell VS         3.10 
Hennessey        4.80 
Hennessey XO                  15.00 
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Reds 
 

       175ml/250ml/Btl 
Primi Soli Merlot (Italy)    5.50//6.50//16.95 
Equino Malbec (Argentina)    5.50//6.50//17.95 
 

Whites 
 

       175ml/250ml/Btl 
Primi Soli Pinot Grigio (Italy)    5.95//6.45//17.95 
Primi Soli Chardonnay (Italy)    5.50//6.50//17.95 
Turtle Bay Sauvignon Blanc (New Zealand)  5.50//6.50//18.95 

 
Rose 

 
175ml/250ml/Btl 

Primi Soli Pinot Grigio Blush (Italy)   5.50//6.50//16.95 
Charlie Zin White Zinfandel (USA)   5.50//6.50//18.50 
Cotes du Provence (France)    6.50//7.50//23.00 
 

Champagne/Sparkling 
       125ml/Btl 
Prosecco DOC (Italy)     6.95//23.95 
Moet ½ Bottle       30.00 
Moet        50.00 
Bollinger       80.00 
Laurent Perrier Rose      90.00 
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Softs 

 
Bermondsey Tonic Water      2.30 
Fentimans Ginger Ale       1.90 
Fentimans Tonic Water      1.90 
Fentimans Light Tonic Water      1.90 
Fentimans Pink Grapefruit Tonic Water    2.10 
Bundaberg Ginger Beer      2.20 
Schweppes 1783 Cucumber Tonic Water    2.10 
Lamb & Watt Hibiscus Tonic Water     2.10 
Lamb & Watt Basil Tonic Water     2.10 
Double Dutch Cranberry & Ginger Tonic Water   2.10  
Luscombe Elderflower Tonic Water     2.10 
Fever-Tree Aromatic Tonic Water     2.10 
Tomato Juice         2.10 
Coca Cola (200ml)       2.30 
Diet Coke (200ml)       2.20 
San Pellegrino Limonata (330ml)     2.50 
San Pellegrino Aranciata (330ml)     2.50 
Soda Folk Cream Soda       2.20 
Soda Folk Root Beer       2.20 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 


